


Name : Sai Pallavi Senthamarai Kannan
Sex : Female

Date of Birth : 9 May 1992 Saturday
Time of Birth (Hr.Min.Sec) : 00:00:00 AM Standard Time

Time Zone(Hrs.Mins) : 05:30 East of Greenwich
Place of Birth : Kotagiri

Longitude & Latitude (Deg.Mins) : 76.51 East, 11.24 North
Ayanamsa : Chitra Paksha = 23 Deg. 45 Min. 16 Sec.

Birth Star- Star Pada (Quarter) : Pooyam - 3
Birth Rasi - Rasi Lord : Karkata - Chandra

Lagna (Ascendant) - Lagna Lord : Makara - Sani
Thidhi (Lunar Day) : Sapthami , Suklapaksha

Sunrise (Hrs.Mins) : 06:01 AM Standard Time
Sunset (Hrs.Mins) : 06:37 PM 

Dinamana : 12.36
Dinamana (Nazhika. Vinazhika) : 31.30

Local Mean Time (LMT) : Standard Time - 23 Min.
Astrological Day of Birth : Friday

Kalidina Sankhya : 1860285
Dasa System : Vimshottari, Years = 365.25 Days

Star Lord : Sani
Ganam, Yoni, Animal : Deva, Male, Sheep

Bird, Tree : Chembothu, Pipal tree
Chandra Avastha : 9 / 12

Chandra Vela : 27 / 36
Chandra Kriya : 44 / 60

Dagda Rasi : Karkata,Dhanu
Karanam : Vanija

Nithya Yoga : Gandha
Rasi of Sun - Star Position : Medam - Bharani

Position of Angadityan : Stomach
Zodiac Sign (Western System) : Taurus
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Nirayana Longitude of Planets

The Indian system of astrology is based on the nirayana longitude planets, which is obtained by subtracting the
ayanamsa value from the sayana longitudes, calculated as per western system.

There are different basis for calculating ayanamsa. The method selected here is : Chitra Paksha  = 23 Deg. 45 Min. 16
Sec.

Planet Longitude Deg:Min:Sec Rasi Long. in Rasi Deg:Min:Sec Star Pada

Lagnam 281:5:18 Makara 11:5:18 Thiruvonam 1

Chandra 102:58:1 Karkata 12:58:1 Pooyam 3

Surya 24:38:51 Medam 24:38:51 Bharani 4

Budha 2:22:32 Medam 2:22:32 Aswati 1

Shukra 15:0:9 Medam 15:0:9 Bharani 1

Kuja 338:26:46 Meena 8:26:46 Uthrattathi 2

Guru 130:58:29 Chingam 10:58:29 Makam 4

Sani 294:24:52 Makara 24:24:52 Avittam 1

Rahu 249:13:58 Dhanu 9:13:58 Moolam 3

Ketu 69:13:58 Mithuna 9:13:58 Thiruvathira 1

Maandi 304:44:20 Kumba 4:44:20 Avittam 4
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Details of Dasa and Bhukti (Apahara) Periods

(Years = 365.25 Days)

Dasa balance at birth = Sani 5 Years, 3 Months, 8 Days

Dasa Arambha Anthya

Sat 09-05-1992 16-08-1997

Mer 16-08-1997 16-08-2014

Ket 16-08-2014 16-08-2021

Ven 16-08-2021 16-08-2041

Sun 16-08-2041 17-08-2047

Moo 17-08-2047 16-08-2057

Mar 16-08-2057 16-08-2064

Rah 16-08-2064 16-08-2082

Jup 16-08-2082 23-07-2089

The bottom line in the chart does not indicate your longivity.
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Special Combination of Planets in the Horoscope (YOGA) for Education

Yogas are special combination of planets in the horoscope which influence the life and future of a person. Some are
formed by simple conjunction of planets,whereas others are based on complex astrological logic or peculiar placement
of planets in the chart. Hundreds of combinations and their effects have been described in the ancient astrological texts.
While some combinations are good, others may have undesirable effects.

The important combinations identified in your horoscope are listed below with a brief mention of the effect it can have
on you.

••  Sasa Mahayoga

Logic:
Saturn in a kendra in own house.

The Saturn in your Kendra is giving you a good amount of wealth. This can make you a boss of some institution.
You may have a lot of attendants to serve you. This yoga is making you get benefits from rulers. You may gain a
lot of wealth through your trade. You may be qualified enough to be an advisor for people. This is a favorable
indication of success in life through education or other knowledge gaining methods.

••  Bharathi Yoga

Logic:
Lord of navamsa occupied by second lord is exalted and in conjunction with the ninth lord.

Your planetary combination supports a great yoga names Bharati Yoga, which is very rare and unique one. This
may give you a great wisdom. You can be a great scholar, who can even be very famous. There will be a great
interest in various art forms. You may be inclined to the study of religious subjects and religious rituals. Your
eyes may reflect the light of your spirit and it can capture people's attention. You may have a great magnetism
which can give you appreciation from people.

••  BudhaAditya Yoga

Logic:
Conjunction of sun and mercury is BudhaAditya but mercury should not be within ten degree of the sun.

There is a great combination of the Sun and Mercury in your chart called Budh Aditya Yoga. The Sun is
illuminating the Mercurian qualities like wisdom, education, speech, logic and reasoning. This may make you
highly intelligent, a good conversationalist, and you may get a great reputation. There may not be very less
struggles in your life and your life will be resourceful.

••  Parijata Yoga

Logic:
The lord of the sign in which the lord of the house occupied by the ascendant lord, join a quadrant.
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According to the placement of your ascendant lord, you have a great yoga called Parijat Yoga, which is a kind of
Raj yoga. This yoga gives you a happy and satisfied life, especially during the latter part. You may have to really
put a lot of effort into studies. There will be progress in a slow pace. You will get honor from the rules and you
may be closely associated with them. Your education will be a strong foundation for you even though you have to
good efforts in it. You may have all the conveniences and fond of traditions and rituals.

••  BudhiMadhurya Yoga

Logic:
Fifth lord being a benefic is aspected by a benefic planet.

This is a great benefic yoga formed by the fifth lord, and the fifth lord indicates the intelligence and wisdom.
This placement may give you great intelligence and you may be virtuous. This virtuous nature may give you
great fortunes in life. As the name indicates, you will get sweet experiences through your intelligence. Your
intelligence may give you a good education and knowledge. You may get appreciation from others.

••  TheevraBudhi Yoga

Logic:
The fifth lord should be a benefic planet and the lord of navamsa in which the lord of fifth is placed should be in
conjunction with benefic planets

This is a great yoga formed by the lord of Navamsa, indicates that you may be very intelligent. You may have
great intelligence which may even make you a politician, writer or a successful lawyer. You may be able to reap
the great fortunes through this yoga. This yoga is formed according to the placement of fifth lord and aspects on
it. The fifth house is all about intelligence, studies, and past life credits. The placement in your chart shows that
you will have a great intelligence to achieve great things in your life.
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General Prediction on Education

You may have to be very careful in studies. Your fourth lord is in the third house means your interest is towards
extracurricular activities like sports, athletics and music other than studies. You must make sure that you are spending
enough time for studies.

Your fifth lord is in the fourth house. This is a very good planetary placement for you to be highly qualified . You
may get an entry to a high position in the society because your knowledge.

The second lord is strong enough to give you great success in primary education. Your school-level education may be
very successful. Your strong memory and grasping power may add a lot of value to your education. Since the second
house signifies speech, your presentation of ideas and communication may be admirable. Please check which subject
you are excelling at in school. There are good chances of gaining more knowledge of that subject. Most of your
material gains may come from it.

An auspicious planet is influencing your second lord. This benefic influence may give you good grasping power. This
may help you to increase your self-worth because the second house is all about money, gain, family, self-worth and
speech. The second house shows the very first stages of life in which you get the nourishment to support your growth
throughout life The placement of your second lord and its beneficial influence on it are very good. They give clear
indication of good memory. This will help you in studies.

You are requested to work hard to complete your education successfully. The planetary placements indicate the
requirement of extra efforts. Then only you will get good achievements from your education. If you find your studies
difficult, then, you may have to take the extra help in education.

You may have to go an extra mile in getting a good education. It is your call to make your education strong. The
planetary influences are indicating the requirement of hard work. Proper attention should be given to the primary level
education. Your chart stresses the importance of hard work to get success in education.

The fifth house signifies intelligence, creative, self-expression, pleasure, entertainment, all forms of play, speculation,
gambling, studies pastimes, hobbies, attitude towards romance, romantic relationships, attitude towards having fun,
drama, adornments, and costumes. The lord of this house is aspected by a benefic. You are blessed with a sharp
memory.

The ninth house has a stressful aspect. This house signifies our personal belief system, our sense of adventure,
exploration, religious beliefs, personal philosophy, higher education, long-distance travel, morals, foreign languages
cultures, personal truths, publishing, and commerce. Due to this stressful influence, you will have to give more
attention to your studies. Then you will get positive results.

Mercury is in Kendra. This indicates that you will get a higher education. You will get the conveniences like vehicles
along with the property through your education.

Moon and Mercury are in Kendra, this is an indication of you becoming an expert astrologer. You must watch your
inclination in astronomy or astrology. You may even get a chance to take astrology as a profession.
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Chances of going abroad for studies

There is a good connection for fifth, ninth and twelfth houses which causing good chances for you to go abroad for
educational purposes.
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Favourable specific fields in higher studies

This report is prepared on the basis of planetary positions and yogas present in your chart. The below suggestions are
purely based on the analysis of your birth chart and other divisional charts. This report is a guide to find your scope in
various field of education.

••  Engineering and Information Technology

Mars and Saturn conjunction is favoring a career either in engineering or technology. You may get opportunities
to study subjects related to engineering or technology and you may even make a career out of these.

Jupiter, Venus, and the Nakshatra position all are favoring chances for a career in engineering. These planetary
energies are influencing you to get more interest in engineering subjects.

••  Arts, Music and Literature

The placement of Mercury and Venus is very good for a genuine interest in arts subjects. You may learn subjects
related to the arts. You may even get a career in performing arts too.

You may have an interest in arts related subjects and Venus is indicating this. This placement is very good for a
career related to the arts. You have to identify these talents from childhood and polish it in the due course of time.

According to the placement of Venus, Moon and Mercury, you may get an inclination in subjects related to the
arts. You may even find a career from fields related to the arts.

••  Commerce and Accountancy

The planetary placement in your chart is an indication of your interest towards commerce. All these planetary and
house aspects may encourage you to find a career in commerce related fields.

Aspect on the planet Mercury is a clear indication of interest in accountancy. You may get an opportunity to
study accountancy and work in accountancy related areas.

There is an interconnection of Jupiter, Venus, and mercury. This shows the opportunities in accountancy. There
are enough possibilities to make a career in accountancy.

••  Agriculture and Farming

According to the placement of the lords of Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn, there are possibilities of interest in
agriculture-related fields. You may find a good career from that.
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Percentage wise score on specific field of education

No. Subjects Score (%)(%)

1 Arts, Music and Literature 33.3

2 Commerce and Accountancy 33.3

3 Engineering and Information Technology 22.2

4 Agriculture and Farming 11.1

As per the astrological analysis, these may be the suitable educational fields for you. You may choose your desired
subject according to your interest and convenience.
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Favourable Periods for Career

Considering the lagna lord, tenth lord, benefic planets in lagna and tenth house, aspect of Jupiter on lagna and tenth
house and other factors the following dasa/apahara periods are found favourable for career.

Analysis for age 15 to age 60.

Dasa Apahara Period start Period End Analysis

Budha Sani 07-12-2011 16-08-2014 Favourable

Ketu Guru 04-08-2018 11-07-2019 Favourable

Shukra Surya 16-12-2024 16-12-2025 Favourable

Shukra Chandra 16-12-2025 17-08-2027 Favourable

Shukra Kuja 17-08-2027 16-10-2028 Favourable

Shukra Rahu 16-10-2028 17-10-2031 Favourable

Shukra Guru 17-10-2031 17-06-2034 Favourable

Shukra Sani 17-06-2034 16-08-2037 Excellent

Shukra Budha 16-08-2037 16-06-2040 Favourable

Shukra Ketu 16-06-2040 16-08-2041 Favourable

Surya Sani 22-06-2044 04-06-2045 Favourable

Surya Shukra 16-08-2046 17-08-2047 Favourable

Chandra Sani 16-11-2051 16-06-2053 Favourable

With best wishes : 
Astro-Vision Futuretech Pvt.Ltd. First Floor, White Tower, Kuthappadi Road, Thammanam P.O - 682032

Version: 1.0.2 Build 10

This report is based on the data provided by you and the best possible research support we have received so far. We do
not assume any responsibility for the accuracy or the effect of any decision that may be taken on the basis of this report.
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